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Abstract

Health technology assessment (HTA) is commonly used to guide evidence-informed decisions
to optimize resource use, prioritize policies, and support countries to achieve universal health
coverage. Producing HTAs requires time, scientific expertise, and political commitment, but
these are not available in all settings – especially in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC)
where HTA processes may be less institutionalized. Transferring and adapting existing HTAs to
local settingsmay offer a solution while reducing duplication efforts. This scoping review aims to
provide an overview of tools, methods, approaches, and considerations which can aid HTA
transfers. We systematically searched (from 2005 to 2020) six databases and, using predefined
inclusion criteria, included twenty-two studies. Data extraction followed a structured process,
while synthesis was more iterative. We identified a common approach for HTA transfers. It
follows the de novo process of undertaking original HTAs, but with additional steps to assess
relevance (applicability), quality, and transferability, as well as steps to adapt parameters where
necessary. The EUnetHTA Adaptation Toolkit was the only tool that provided guidance for
adapting multiple HTA domains. Other tools were specific to systematic reviews (n = 1) or
economic evaluations (n= 12), where one provided guidance for systematic reviews of economic
evaluations. Eight papers reported transferring an HTA, with only one transferring to an LMIC.
Finally, we reported issues that may facilitate or hinder transferability. In conclusion, we
identified fourteen transfer approaches in the form of guidance or checklists, but harmonized
and pragmatic guidance for HTA transfers to suit settings with limited HTA capacity seems
warranted.

Introduction

Health technology assessment (HTA) can facilitate transparent, accountable, and evidence-based
decisions that support equitable and efficient allocation of healthcare resources (1). However,
producing HTAs requires considerable time and resources, and reusing existing HTAs can be
helpful, particularly for urgent policy decisions (2). The process of transferring existing HTAs
between different settings (i.e., countries, regions, or HTA agencies) could then accelerate the
production of HTAs, as well as; reduce duplication, improve knowledge sharing, and aid
countries with fewer resources for HTA (3–5).

Generally, HTA production follows four steps, namely “Topic Identification, Selection and
Prioritization (TISP),” “HTA analysis,” “Appraisal,” and “Implementation” (6). There is con-
sensus that stakeholders (i.e., patients, providers, policymakers, etc.) should be involved in each
step of the HTA process, as this brings many benefits, such as the inclusion of relevant outcomes
regarding the quality of life and cost-effectiveness, understanding uncertainty of data and results,
and further implementation (7;8). This is especially true when transferring HTAs where most or
all evidence is not from local sources and the involvement of stakeholders will ensure local
relevance. As such, HTAs may inform a broad range of decision-making processes, including
reimbursement, coverage, procurement, clinical guidelines, priority setting, and public health
programs.

The end-products of HTA processes often vary but may be divided into fourmain types: HTA
reports or full HTAs; mini-HTAs; rapid assessments; and national appraisals. Each can support
different decision-making processes depending on the context; local requirement; technology
under assessment; and the type of decisions (9). HTA reports are the most comprehensive,
describing the health technology and its current use, evaluating its clinical effectiveness and
safety, and often including an economic evaluation. HTA reportsmay include additional parts, or
so-called domains, that assess Ethical, Social, Legal, or Organizational aspects (ESLO) (10). The
variability of HTA content and format might benefit local decision-making but limits the ease of
HTA transfers.
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When considering HTA transfer, it is important to determine
whether the underlying evidence is relevant (applicable), gener-
alizable, or transferable. There is currently no consensus on how
to define these terms (Table 1) (11). Berg et al. (12) proposed two
steps to guide the transferability of HTAs. First, an applicability,
or relevance, assessment investigates if “the health technologies
considered in the HTA can be replicated and evaluated in the new
context?.” This is followed by a generalizability assessment, a
mostly scientific effort, that considers whether “the effect size
found in the HTA will be retained when implemented in the
new context?” (12). If an HTA is applicable and aligns in its
current form, it is considered “generalizable.” However, more
often interventions included in HTAs are applicable and trans-
ferable to the setting, but the evidence is not generalizable. Some
HTA domains are inherently more generalizable or transferable
than others. Findings from clinical trials used to assess efficacy
and safety are often generalizable if target populations and con-
ditions are similar, whereas costs and resource use in economic
evaluations, as well as the ESLO domains, are often not general-
izable nor easily transferable, adding to the complexity of trans-
ferring HTAs (13).

Despite issues related to transferring evidence to a new context,
most HTA agencies already reuse existing evidence to respond to
local needs. The European Network for HTA (EUnetHTA) has
explored ways of standardizing methods and reporting and HTA
transferability, resulting in products like the HTACoreModel (10),
a methodological framework to collaboratively produce and share
HTAs, which can indicate the level of transferability for each
assessment element (10), and the EUnetHTA Adaptation Toolkit,
which can aid HTA agencies to transfer HTAs produced elsewhere
(14). The objective of this review is to provide an overview of HTA
methods, approaches, or tools like the EUnetHTA toolkit to trans-
ferHTAs.We also investigated other issues thatmight aid or hinder
HTA transfers specifically in low- and middle-income countries
(LMIC).

Methods

We followed guidelines for scoping reviews byArksey andO’Malley
(15) and Peters et al. (16). We aimed to answer three research
questions: (i) What methods, including approaches, checklists, or
tools, are available for the adaptation and adoption of HTAs?;
(ii) What factors of these methods aid or hinder the process of
integrating an existing HTA in a new context?; (iii) Are there any
methodological gaps associated with these methods, specifically for
LMICs? The protocol is available on the Norwegian Institute of
Public Health (NIPH) website (17). We opted for an iterative
process to allow for flexibility when reporting our findings. We
made minor changes to the data charting (Supplementary Material
S1) and carried out data synthesis and reporting related to the main
themes identified in the included articles.

Eligibility criteria

Wewere primarily interested in three types of studies, namely studies
that transferred an HTA from one setting to another, along with a
description of experiences arising; studies that described a tool,
approach, or method for transferring an existing HTA, including an
explanation of how the tool could be used in practice; and systematic
reviews of various tools for HTA transfers. There were no restrictions
applied to the type of HTA report, and the HTAs could include
multiple domains or only a specific domain such as clinical effective-
ness, safety, or economic evaluation. We excluded studies providing
methods that mainly reused HTA recommendations and not the
underlying assessments. For instance, Multiple-Criteria Decision
Analysis (MCDA) or deliberative processes for priority setting are
tools primarily developed to be used by decision-makers (HTA users)
and were considered outside of the “HTA-analysis” step, as well as
mini-HTAs, hospital HTAs, and HTA fast-tracking. Lastly, studies
needed to be accessible in full text, related to public health, and
published in English after 2005 to be eligible for inclusion.

Table 1. Definitions of transferability and generalizability

Source (Assessment) Definition

EUnetHTA (14) (HTA) Transferability depends on the context specificity; it refers to the abilitydata and/or information fromaHTA report can be
used in a report for the user’s target setting (policy-oriented)

Generalizability, also sometimes referred to as “external validity,” indicates if results from a HTA report can be
extrapolated to another setting (methodologically-oriented)

Boulenger (35) (Economic evaluation) Transferability refers to the ability for potential users to assess applicability of data, methods and results in their setting;
and whether they are applicable to that setting.

From: Spath HM, Carrere MO, Fervers B, Philip T. Analysis Of The Eligibility Of Published Economic Evaluations For Transfer
To A Given Health Care System. Methodological Approach And Application To The French Health Care System. Health
Policy. 1999;49:161-177.

Generalizability is more narrowly defined as “the degree to which the results of an observation hold true in other
settings.”

Burford (11) (Systematic reviews) Transferability is defined as “when implementing an intervention in a particular setting or population, the level of
effectiveness of the intervention (i.e., the effect size) will be similar to that observed in the systematic review. Both
absolute and relative effects should be considered.”

From:Wang S, Moss JR, Hiller JE. Applicability And Transferability Of Interventions In Evidence-Based Public Health.Health
Promot Internation. 2006;21:76-83.

Generalizability also referred to as external validity is defined as “The extent to which results provide a correct basis for
generalizations to other circumstances.”

From: Higgins JP, Thomas J, Chandler J, et al. Cochrane Handbook For Systematic Reviews Of Interventions: John Wiley &
Sons; 2019.

Note: The EUnetHTA Glossary provides various definitions for transferability and generalizability, because there is no consensus among the various country partners – here, we present the
definition defined in the EUnetHTA Adaptation Toolkit.
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Search strategy

To identify relevant literature, an information specialist helped to
develop the search strategy and performed literature searches in
November 2020 in six electronic databases: Ovid Medline,
Embase, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Scopus, Epis-
temonikos, and the Cochrane Methods Methodology Register
(Supplementary Material S2). We did not search in reference lists
nor for grey literature but included conference abstracts from the
past three years. Additionally, we sent a short questionnaire to
members of the International Network of Agencies for Health
Technology Assessment (INAHTA) about whether they knew
or used any transfer tools or had any transfer experiences, in
order to identify tools in development or not publicly available
(Supplementary Material S3).

Study selection, data extraction, and charting

Articles fulfilling the inclusion criteria were uploaded to Covidence
for title and abstract screening performed by four reviewers (LF, EP,
IS, and LC), where at least two reviewers independently screened
references. EP and LF read and screened the full texts, while IS and
LC verified their decisions. Disagreements were resolved through
discussion or by consulting a third independent reviewer. EP and
LF used Microsoft Excel (2016) to document, extract, and chart
data. Items on the standardized data extraction sheet were guided
by the research questions (Supplementary Material S1). We

extracted or summarized data on all relevant items from each
article. Afterwards, articles were grouped per HTA domain(s)
and the data were narratively summarized. The strengths and
weaknesses were identified, thematically grouped, and described,
with specific attention to LMICs.

Results

The search strategy identified 1,323 unique references. Following
screening, we read seventy-two full texts, of which nineteen articles
were eligible for inclusion (Figure 1). We included three additional
articles, because the search strategy identified only one of three
articles from an article series (18–20), and one article on the
TRANSFER approach was published after the search (21). The
TRANSFER approach was developed following a scoping review
(22) identified from the search strategy. Excluded studies and the
reasons for exclusion are listed in Supplementary Material S4.

The eligible twenty-two articles referred to HTA transferability
in their approach, method, or proposed tool (Supplementary
Material S5). Eight articles described their experience of conducting
an HTA transfer using a tool (23–30), twelve articles described
transferability tools (4;18–21;31–37), and two articles provided an
overview of tools aiding transferability (22;38). No additional tools
were identified by the INAHTA questionnaire (seven respondents)
or among the conference abstracts (Supplementary Material S3).

The included articles were heterogeneous in their scope, out-
comes, and approaches to HTA transferability. Firstly, we focused

Figure 1. PRISMA flowchart of study selection process. The number of records identified per database are Ovid Medline (n = 464), Embase (n = 519), Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews (n = 58), Scopus (n = 685), Epistemonikos (n = 304), and Cochrane Methods Methodology Register (n = 101).
.
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on the structure of the HTA transfer process (Figure 2). Then, we
summarized three transferability approaches that guided the whole
HTA process, namely: the EUnetHTA Adaptation Toolkit (14)
along with the derived Model for Assessment of Telemedicine
(MAST) (34); the TRANSFER approach for systematic reviews
(21); and systematic reviews of economic evaluations (18–20).
Next, we listed relevant “catalyst” tools that may aid transferability
assessments in economic evaluations (Table 2). We then discussed
key issues that affect HTA transfers.

The “common” structure of HTA transfers

There is no consensus on how to structure HTA transfers; however,
our findings indicated overlap and common features between HTA
transfers and processes for de novo HTA production. Figure 2
illustrates the overall structure of an HTA transfer. To summarize,
after having decided to opt for an HTA transfer (step 1), a relevant
HTA or research underlying a specific HTA domain needs to be
identified. This process commonly uses pre-defined selection cri-
teria and follows procedural recommendations as the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) Statement (39). The checklist by Grutters et al. (40)
can help to determine and frame the relevance, or applicability, of
an HTA to the identified research question (step 2). The identified
HTA(s) is then assessed formethodological quality, risk of bias, and
transferability (step 3). Step 3 is crucial in the transfer process, as
transferring a low-quality product might lead to ambiguous, mis-
leading, or even wrong conclusions. At this step, approaches start to
diverge, for instance in the order of the quality, risk of bias, or
transferability assessments. Some approaches even fuse steps 2 and
3, combining applicability and partial quality assessments into one.
What most tools have in common, however, is that they prepare for
transfers like a catalyst in a chemical reaction. An additional step
might be added to identify transferability factors, which refers to
factors that need to be adapted or replaced with local data. After

identifying transferability factors, and when necessary, adapting or
replacing them (sub-step 3), relevant data can be extracted (step 4).
Then, the results are reported (step 5), discussed, and interpreted
(step 6). Finally, the appraisal (step 7) and implementation in the
local setting (step 8) conclude the HTA transfer process.

EUnetHTA adaptation toolkit

The EUnetHTA Adaptation Toolkit consists of two sections
(4;14;31–33). First, eight speedy sifting questions (on topic, lan-
guage, description of the technology, methods, scope, peer review,
conflict of interest, and timeliness) appraise the applicability of the
identified HTA. After deciding to continue the adaption process,
the second section includes questions on relevance, reliability, and
transferability for five “transferable” HTA domains (use of tech-
nology, safety, effectiveness, economic evaluation, and organiza-
tion) (14). The MAST Application is derived from the Adaptation
Toolkit, but with guidance questions specific to HTAs on telemedi-
cine applications (34).

Macpherson and Thompson (24) describe their experiences
using the toolkit to adapt two relative effectiveness assessments
produced by EUnetHTA to inform decision-making in the
National Health Service in Scotland. The modular structure of
the toolkit makes it possible to use the whole or only parts thereof
(14); and Gorry, McCullagh, and Barry (23) used questions from
the economic evaluation domain to assess the generic and specific
transferability of published economic evaluations on treatments for
advanced melanoma to the Irish setting.

TRANSFER approach guides interpretation of transferability
in systematic reviews

The TRANSFER approach mirrors the standard systematic review
process in seven stages and provides guidance to assess and

Figure 2. “Common» structure of HTA transfers.
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Table 2. Tools to assess or guide transferability of economic evaluations

Tools
Description of “catalyst” tools to assess, or guide,
transferability in economic evaluations

As reported in the included studies

Tools used by Mentioned in

Mullins Checklist (51) Consists of 16 recommendations (e.g., the quality of the underlying
study, perspective, comparators, or transparency on sources).
Implementation guidance is provided and describes how
adapting estimates or modeling can ensure local relevancy.
Each recommendation is either answered with “yes” or “no” to
show if, and how, the model is adapted.

Used by Alshreef (30)
to assess
transferability of
model underlying
an economic
evaluation

(38)

Boulenger Checklist (35;36)
Also referred to as: EURONHEED transferability
information checklist.

Consists of 42 questions divided into 6 sections, namely: subject
and key elements, characteristics and methods to measure
clinical outcomes, health benefits used in economic analysis,
costs, discounting, and discussion of authors. All questions are
answeredwith “yes,” “partially,” “no/no information provided,”
or “not applicable (n/a).” Answers are scored with 1, 0.5, or 0
points, respectively, while n/a answers are not counted. The
total score is relative, and no threshold for transferability is
provided.

Sub-checklist: Consists of 16 questions and provides a
transferability-specific score, because a high score on the
42-question checklist might underestimate or ignore essential
information related to transferability.

Recommended research scenario: (i) use 42 questions to assess
quality, discard studies with poor quality; (ii) assess
generalizability with the 16-item checklist, then either: (i)
discard or summarize studies that are not transferable; (ii)
incorporate local data in studies that are transferable; (iii)
adopt generalizable studies.

Nixon et al. (36) provide additional guidance to answer the
questions on the checklist and a formula to derive the summary
score. There is no explicit weighing of items, but the number of
items on a topic and the ability to give full- or half-points reflect
weighing.

Used by Essers et al.
(29) to assess
transferability of
underlying
economic
evaluation

(25;30;35;36;38)

Welte Checklist (46)
Also referred to as: Welte’s transferability
decision chart.

Consists of two sections. Section 1: 3 general knock-out criteria
about the relevance of technology, the comparator in the study
compared to the decision country, and the quality of the study.
Section 2: 14 specific knock-out criteria. Each criterion is
assessed on relevance for the technology of interest,
correspondence between the study country and decision
country, and likeliness of affecting the cost-effectiveness ratio.
Answers together determine if model adjustments are
necessary. Finally, studies are either fully (substitute
parameters), partially (substitute available parameters and use
sensitivity analysis), or not transferable (transfer quantitatively
or use sensitivity analysis).

Partially used by
Essers et al. (29)
and Van Haalen et
al. (26) specifically
for the knock-out
criteria to only
includes those
economic
evaluations with
relevance.

(20;30;35;38)

Drummond-ISPOR Checklist (48)
Also referred to as: Drummond application
algorithm.

Consists of 4 steps to assess data availability and the need for
adjustment of models underlying economic evaluations.
Section 1: Interpret existing studies using Welte’s general
knock-out criteria and compare patient populations to assess
relevance. If studies pass, adjust parameters to reflect
differences. Section 2: Additional guidance if studies cannot
simply be adapted and transferred, partly depends on study
type. For multinational studies, consider studying individual
patient data, or statistical modeling to address issues.
Alternatively, use decision-analytical models to examine
parameters that might be different between “new” contexts
and studies.

Pre-requisite/recommendation: Develop local guidelines for
economic evaluations.

– (30;38)

Drummond checklist Consists of 8 recommendations (e.g., study site, patients,
resources, costs, etc.) for increasing the generalizability of
economic evaluations and 2 checklists, namely for trial-based
studies with patient-level data (10 questions) and (decision
analytic) modeling studies (7 questions). Each question is
answered with “yes” or “no.” The checklist can also be applied
when planning an economic evaluation with the opportunity to
improve generalizability to other contexts.

DrummondM, Manca A, Sculpher M. Increasing the generalizability
of economic evaluations: Recommendations for the design,

Ruggeri et al. (27)
used checklist to
investigate if and
which adaptations
to the model were
required.

–

(Continued)
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Table 2. (Continued)

Tools
Description of “catalyst” tools to assess, or guide,
transferability in economic evaluations

As reported in the included studies

Tools used by Mentioned in

analysis, and reporting of studies. Int J Technol Assess Health
Care. 2005;21:165-171

Augustovski checklist (5) Consists of three sections. Section 1: 25 items to be answered with
“yes” or “no” assessing if the study is applicable to a new
setting. Section 2: Specific to trial-based evaluation (10 items)
assessing methods and understanding differences between
settings in the study and between trial- and standard practice.
Section 3: Specific to model-based evaluations (27 items)
guiding to adapt results to a new setting.

Ruggeri et al. (27)
used checklist to
assess
generalizability

–

Urdahl checklist (50) Transferability assessment is based on four objectives: (i) assess
the decision-making audience; (ii) assess transparency and
comprehensiveness of reporting (e.g., study setting, population,
or comparators.); (iii) Assess the relevance of parameters in the
study to the “decision-making” context; (iv) Assess robustness
between study from “decision-making context” and outside.

Essers et al. (29) used
checklist to assess
relevance of the
transfer

–

Antonanzas’ transferability index Formula, consisting of general (7 criticalþ 16 non-critical factors)
and specific factors (4 critical þ 8 non-critical) to calculate a
global transferability index. General factors assess the quality of
the study (objective), while specific factors assess applicability
in a “new” setting (subjective). Factor weights are derived from
HTA agencies in Spain. The index score is between 0-1 or 0-2.
There is no threshold for transferability, but lower scores
indicated poorer transferability.

Antonanzas F, Rodríguez-Ibeas R, Juárez C, Hutter F, Lorente R,
Pinillos M. Transferability indices for health economic
evaluations: Methods and applications. Health Econ.
2009;18:629-643.

– (30;38)

Heyland’s generalizability criteria Pre-requisite: Studies must meet minimal methodological
standards (e.g., comprehensive descriptions comparators, or
sufficient evidence). If studies pass the minimal requirements,
the checklist can examine the “clinical generalizability” which
assesses if patient populations are similar (1 question), and
“systems generalizability” which assesses the relevance and fit
a “new” setting (11 questions) using open-ended questions.

Heyland DK, Kernerman P, Gafni A, Cook DJ. Economic Evaluations
In The Critical Care Literature: Do They Help Us Improve The
Efficiency Of Our Unit? Crit Care Med. 1996;24:1591-1598.

– (30;38)

Späth’s transferability indicators Consists of 4 criteria for internal methodological validity (e.g.,
study perspective, comprehensiveness, or comparators);
followed by a 5-indicator checklist to assess transferability
related to the population, health outcome data, and resource
utilization.

Spath HM, Carrere MO, Fervers B, Philip T. Analysis Of The Eligibility
Of Published Economic Evaluations For Transfer To A Given
Health Care System. Methodological Approach And Application
To The French Health Care System. Health Policy. 1999;49:161-
177.

– (30;38)

GRADE “conceptual” approach (37)
Framework to assess models underlying any-
type (not solely economic) research.

Provides a framework for using evidence from models in health
decision-making. It describes threeways to ensure access to the
best available evidence from models: (i) developing models de
novo to the setting of interest; (ii) identifying an existing model
off-the-shelf or after adaptation, where outputs provide the
highest certainty evidence for the setting; and (iii) using outputs
from multiple models.

To determine transferability, referred to as “indirectness”, of
model outputs, it is suggested to assess to what extent the
model population, interventions and comparators, time
horizon, analytic perspective, and outcomes reflect those in the
context of interest. Ideally, this means that the local input data
reflects the target model’s inputs, and model outputs answer
the decision problem.

– (37)

Note:We excluded the SBU checklists (47) and checklists not being specific to transferability (e.g., the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards (CHEERS) checklist (49) or
model quality checklists as Caro et al. (42) and Philips et al. (41)).
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integrate the transferability of review findings. For instance, tem-
plates for collaborating with decision-makers and identifying
context-specific “transfer” factors are included (21).

Systematic reviews of economic evaluations

A systematic review of economic evaluations collects economic
evidence about specific health interventions to inform evidence-
based decisions. The article series by van Mastrigt et al. (18–20)
describes the process, with expert best-practice recommendations
for each step, as follows: (i) initiate the review; (ii) identify and select
economic evaluations; (iii) data extraction and assessment of the
risk of bias and transferability; (iv) reporting results; (v) discussion
and interpretation of results. Economic evaluations must “pass” the
quality and risk of bias assessment before an assessment of trans-
ferability is relevant. Wijnen et al. (20) provide a comprehensive
overview of checklists that can facilitate these quality assessments.
Notably, they recommend the Philips Checklist (41) for assessing
the risk of bias in model-based economic evaluation. However, the
Philips Checklist is rather long, so, when over ten economic evalu-
ations are under review, the checklist by Caro et al. (42) was
recommended. For trial-based economic evaluations, Wijnen
et al. (20) recommended the BMJ (43) or CHEC-extended (44)
checklist. Further, identified economic evaluations may be com-
pared to local guidelines to fit methodological standards and ensure
relevancy. The International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and
Outcomes Research (ISPOR) has collected thirty-three country-
specific guidelines that may be used for this purpose (45) [access at:
https://tools.ispor.org/peguidelines/]. Lastly, Wijnen et al. (20)
highlighted the Welte checklist (46) as a convenient transferability
checklist.

The search strategy identified three papers conducting system-
atic searches to find and transfer economic evaluations. Checklists
were primarily used to assess if results could be adopted (referring
to a direct transfer without any changes) in the local setting. Only
the article by Nystrand et al. (25) used the “VanMastrigt” guidance
(18–20). They used multiple tools for the transferability assess-
ments, including a country-specific checklist from the Swedish
HTA Agency (SBU) that covered transferability items other check-
lists did not consider (e.g., the feasibility of implementation, stand-
ard practice in the comparator, and health financing mechanism)
(47). Van Haalen, Severens, Tran-Duy, and Boonen used a com-
bination of checklists and approaches like the disease-specific
reference case, the Welte checklist (46), the Drummond-ISPOR
approach (48), and the Phillips checklist (41). Ruggeri et al. (27)
used pre-defined criteria and the Augustovski checklist (5) to assess
generalizability. All studies found that economic evaluations could
be transferred although adaptations were required, for instance
replacing unit costs.

Catalyst transfer tools for economic evaluations

Another way to transfer economic evaluations is exemplified by
the more ad-hoc approaches that identified or had access to
existing economic evaluations and adapted underlying models
to fit the new setting (28–30). These approaches followed the
steps from Figure 2, using a variety of tools to assess applicability,
quality, bias, or transferability. Ademi et al. (28) used multiple
tools and adapted the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation
Reporting Standards (CHEERS) checklist (49) to predefine
exclusion criteria for the selection process (step 2), while Essers

et al. (29) used the knock-out criteria in the Welte checklist (46)
as a quick-sifting tool. If economic evaluations failed to report
items from the CHEERS (49) or Welte checklist (46), they were
deemed non-transferable and excluded. After relevant economic
evaluations were identified and selected, Ademi et al. (28) used
quality assessments to judge the methods’ characteristics and
other aspects, while neither Alshreef et al. (30) nor Essers et al.
(29) included quality assessments. Both used models previously
applied in another context, and this validation was considered
appropriate. However, Essers et al. (29) did use the Urdahl (50)
and EURONHEED Checklist (35), and Alshreef et al. (30)
used the Mullins checklist (51) to identify factors that could limit
the transfer (step 3). Identified factors included costing param-
eters, resource use, discount rates, and outcome measures
(i.e., mortality, utility, and health-related quality of life). All
papers adjusted factors that could limit transferability by
replacing them with local data if available. Otherwise, expert
assumptions or international studies were used. Table 2 provides
an overview the identified checklist that can aid the transfers of
economic evaluations.

HTA transferability issues to consider

The articles included in this mapping all reported on factors and
issues that may affect the transferability of HTAs. For instance, it
is essential to identify and access relevant HTAs, research papers,
or models to avoid duplication (20;23;25;28;29;38). Differences
in the context of the technology under review (i.e., resources
available, the standard of care, type of health system, and popu-
lation) further hinder the transferability of HTAs (30;34;37).
Replacing key parameters with local data can help to ensure
relevant estimates, but the country-specific data are often lacking
in resource-limited settings. Sensitivity analyses and other esti-
mation techniques could help fill any data gaps, but will require
knowledge and skills (34;35;38). Additionally, knowledge of HTA,
and specifically appraisal skills, is essential. HTAs that use poor-
quality data will only have limited use for a transfer, as this might
perpetuate poor HTA recommendations (4;31;32). Lastly, differ-
ences in HTA practices also affect the ease of transferability.
Hence, the challenges of HTA transfers should not be underesti-
mated as they still require time, scientific expertise, and other
resources.

Table 3 presents an overview of all the identified transferability
issues, which we summarized in five overarching themes: (i) lack of
access to original studies or models, (ii); poor quality of HTAs,
underlying studies, and models; (iii) lack of local data limits pos-
sibility to adapt existing HTAs; (iv) local HTA requirements ensure
relevancy, but diversify end-products; and (v) significant resources
are required to conduct HTA transfers.

Discussion

This scoping review identified the six steps commonly followed
when transferring HTAs to a new context (Figure 2). After initi-
ating (step 1), searching, and selecting (step 2) an applicable HTA,
one or more tools are used to assess the transferability (step 3).
These tools, sometimes adapted from their original purpose (e.g.,
CHEERS being commonly used to ensure comprehensive report-
ing (49)), are then used to assess the quality and transferability of
the HTA. Methods are available to identify, adapt, or replace
transferability factors when evidence is not generalizable, or
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transferability can be improved (step 3b). The guidance for the
steps following these assessments, for instance, on how to inter-
pret added uncertainties of transferability, is limited (steps 4–6).
Nor is there a clear consensus on when to use which tools to assess
transferability (25;38;52). Most of the identified tools were check-
lists relevant for economic evaluations, while only a limited num-
ber of tools were suitable for systematic reviews that assessed the
clinical effectiveness and safety of health interventions. The
EUnetHTA Adaptation Toolkit and the derived MAST applica-
tion were the only tools including checklists for multiple HTA
domains. However, no guidance was provided for the ESLO
domains, as these were deemed less appropriate for transferability
given that they are highly contextual and require local information
(4;31–33).

We identified various issues hindering the transferability of
HTAs. Most importantly, HTAs inform decisions locally and, for
diverse reasons, existing HTAs may not fit with the settings’ needs,
policy questions, or methodological standards. Many of the
approaches identified in this review tried to overcome these issues.
For instance, Grutters et al. (40) provided a checklist that can be
used to assess the applicability of HTAs to the decision problem.
Secondly, the TRANSFER approach highlighted the benefit of
engaging stakeholders early as they can play an important role in
refining research questions and identifying those factors that affect
transferability. Additionally, the TRANSFER approach allows to

run a sub-analysis specific to these transferability factors to obtain
estimates relevant to the local setting. (21). Thirdly, country guide-
lines or reference cases (e.g., SBU checklist (47)) could help to
match existing HTAs to local requirements and needs. Likewise,
disease-specific reference cases may aid transfers (25). Fourthly,
local data can replace parameters in transferred models or HTAs.
For instance, ISPOR recommends minimally replacing price in
economic evaluations (48). Both quantitative and qualitative
methods have tried to identify those transferability factors which
significantly affect outcomes (53;54). Goeree et al. (54) identified
over seventy-seven transferability factors showing that adapting
parameters in economic evaluations is still a complex task. Lastly,
even with existing databases, such as the INAHTA HTA database,
Cochrane library, TUFTS database for economic evaluations, and
many more, access to relevant evidence is still an issue in HTA
transfers.

We identified no transfers between LMICs and only one paper
described a transfer to an LMIC (30). However, limited capacities
and potentially high up-front costs for conducting and implement-
ing HTAs might be disincentives to institutionalizing and produ-
cing HTAs and HTA transfers (55). None of the tools identified in
this review provided pragmatic guidance on how to overcome these
challenges. Collaborations illustrated by Alshreef et al. (30) might
help to bridge the gap and strengthen capacities in countries with
limited resources for HTAs.

Table 3. Factors that may influence the transferability of HTAs

Transferability issue Sub-theme Reference

Lack of access to original studies or models Barriers:
– Language restrictions in search strategies
– No (PRISMA) guidance for searches for economic evaluations
– Underlying models of economic evaluations are not part of scientific

publications

(20;26;28)

Poor quality of HTAs, underlying studies, and
models

Barriers:
– Quality of an HTA depends on the quality of underlying studies and data
– Poor study designs resulting in poor primary or secondary data
– Poor and not comprehensive reporting in the to-be-adapted study

Facilitators:
– Validated economic and other models

(4;20;25;28;30;31;35;37;38)

Lack of local data limits possibility to adapt
existing HTAs

Barriers:
– Unavailable or lacking country-specific data (e.g., effectiveness or costs)

while expected to be different from parameters used in to-be-transferred
HTA

– Missing data on long-term effects or quality of life
– Cost data should always be local but can be hard to estimate depending

on the complexity of intervention or disease
Facilitators:

– Sensitivity analysis to understand the uncertainty
– Access to knowledge and expertise in various scientific disciplines

(29;30;34;35;38)

Local HTA requirements ensure relevancy, but
diversify end-products

Barriers:
– Requirements from HTA agencies are made locally and not standardized
– Standard practice is not the same between settings
– Problem context might be different
– No consensus on “essential” transferability factors

Facilitators:
– Country-specific checklist or reference cases
– Disease-specific checklist or reference cases

(23–26;30;34;37)

HTA transfers require significant resources Barriers:
– HTA transfers still require time, expertise, and resources
– Heterogenous settings

Facilitators:
– Transfer tools can help to guide the process
– Transfer tools have the potential to reduce cost and time

(24;30;31)

HTA, health technology assessment; PRISMA, preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses.
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Implications for practice

Our findings indicated that the EUnetHTAAdaptation Toolkit was
themost comprehensive and versatile, including separate checklists
for five domains (use of technology, safety, effectiveness, economic
evaluation, and organization). However, other tools might fit better
depending on the type of evidence to be transferred. For instance,
Alshreef et al. (30) omitted the EUnetHTAAdaptation Toolkit (14)
because it was not specific to model adaptation. The Mullins
checklist (51) was selected given it fitted best with their criteria,
which included relevance tomodel adaptation, endorsement from a
respected organization, compatibility with the International Deci-
sion Support Initiative’s reference case for economic evaluations,
transparency, inclusiveness, length, and external validity. Hence,
which tool to select to transfer HTAs in any setting is not straight-
forward and careful consideration is required.

All HTA transfers will face trade-offs between minimizing bias
andmaximizing precision when selecting evidence. These issues are
oftenmagnified in LMICs, which have limited access to appropriate
local data, and where research from HICs is usually not as easily
applicable or generalizable. Therefore, low resource settings must
be pragmatic, as HTA transfers will never be perfect. Local or
generalizable studies from other settings might not exist, whereas
transferring and adapting applicable studies that answer the right
question, even if the study population is small or quality is low, can
still provide valuable insights (56). There is a need to strengthen
capacity and provide pragmatic guidancewhich discusses the trade-
offs, benefits, and disadvantages of HTA transfers. Additionally,
involving stakeholders is essential as they can provide expert infor-
mation, ensure relevant research questions are asked, inform about
transferability, and comment on the uncertainty of transferred
HTAs (7;8;21).

HTA transfers are only one of the approaches which could
benefit LMICs. There are various other pragmatic and rapid
HTA approaches, also referred to as Adaptive HTA (aHTA), that
reuse existing evidence to inform decisions, such as expedited
processes, adaptation of global datasets, reuse of reviews, and
price-benchmarking (2). These aHTA approaches require a diverse
range of knowledge and skills to interpret the findings and under-
stand uncertainty potentially added by the adaptation, or transfer,
processes. There is a need formore research to understand how and
when HTA transfers, as well as other aHTA approaches, are appro-
priate and helpful in LMICs, and what type of guidance is relevant
for settings with fewer capacities, resources, and defined processes
for HTA.

Strengths and limitations

The main strengths of this scoping review are the comprehensive
search and up-to-date overview of tools, checklist, and approaches
that can be used when considering an HTA transfer. We also
addressed key issues related to definitions and missing guidance
which may interfere with HTA transfers, specifically in LMIC
settings.

This scoping review also has some limitations. Firstly, we
focused on tools relevant to HTA analysis rather than the whole
HTA process. Consequently, possible transfer tools related to
“transferability” such as MCDA, deliberative processes for priority
setting, appraisal, and frameworks for topic selection or stakeholder
engagement that could be part of the transferability toolbox were
outside of the scope of this review and excluded. Secondly, to reduce
the volume of literature, the search strategy was focused on the

clinical effectiveness and economic domains, and less explicitly on
other HTA domains. Transferring existing evidence is complex, as
it addresses many components and disciplines. The heterogeneity
of the included studies reflects this complexity and made it difficult
to generalize findings. We are aware that other relevant tools (e.g.,
country guidelines for rapid HTA methods, appraisal checklist,
etc.) exist. Nevertheless, by including conference abstracts and
the questionnaire to INAHTA members, we are confident that
we have captured the most used transferability tools for HTA
analysis currently available.

Conclusion

There is an increased interest in rapid and pragmatic HTAmethods
that, without using a de novo process, can answer policy questions
rapidly, reduce duplication efforts, and make better use of limited
resources. This scoping review identified tools from the published
literature that can aid the transferability of HTA products. The
EUnetHTA Adaptation Toolkit is the most comprehensive as it
covers more HTA domains than the other tools. However, depend-
ing on the evidence, other checklists might be more appropriate.
None of the identified tools covered all domains of an HTA, nor
tackled all aspects of the transferability issues that we identified.
Harmonization in HTA products and evidence-transfer processes,
as well as pragmatic guidance for HTA transferability, especially for
settings with limited HTA capacity, seem particularly warranted.
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